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The true understanding of e.g. the term “divergence” (symbol ‘div’) in connection with vector fields is
one (comparatively easy) thing, but “rotation” (symbol ‘rot’ in countries beyond the English speaking
ones, the latter using the symbol ‘curl’ instead) obviously quite another thing in this regard. These both
definitions, together with ‘grad’, form the “ABC’s” for describing vector fields mathematically. The 2
former designations/definitions above point at (linear) differential operators applied on a v-field, e.g.
written as vx (x,y), vy (x,y). By definition we have div v = ∇·v = ∂vx/ ∂x + ∂vy/ ∂y (if we limit us to the
x,y-plane for the sake of simplicity) and curl v = ∇× v = ∂vy/ ∂x – ∂vx/ ∂y (under the same limitation).
Note: div v represents a scalar field because ∇ = ∂/∂x + ∂/∂y can symbolically be treated as a vector similarly like
v; so the corresponding dot-product is a scalar. But in contrast to this, curl v is a vector again (pointing in the zdirection) because of the cross-product of the 2 vectors. Furthermore we will use ‘curl’ and ‘rot’ synonymously.

On the one hand ‘div’ and especially ‘rot’ are indeed rarely playing a substantial role in engineering
practice, be it electrical engineering or engineering in the field of fluid dynamics/mechanics. Where
notions like these abound however is theoretical physics, especially electrodynamics, keyword
“Maxwell’s equations”. So, on the other hand the young people, who study physics (or, too, some sort of
engineering), are confronted with such notions, which the textbooks like to deal with preferably in an
abstract mathematical way. But what the young people want, too, is the lively/thorough geometric
interpretation of abstract notions like ‘curl’ in order to meet their endeavour to truly/more easily
understand all the features of a vector field (in order to pass an exam at least), i.e. notwithstanding that all
this can be of practical value later on. After my experience such an interpretation (especially of ‘curl’)
seems to be going rather short in textbooks, at least in those which I have leafed through rather intensely.
How else can we explain to ourselves the innumerable contributions on the web, which try to treat vector
fields (also) in the desired manner? Among such web pages I found many, which are of special interest,
for example www.math.umn.edu/~nykamp/m2374/readings/curlsubtle/. But, after all what I have seen in
this regard (and not an insignificant amount either), I mean that the following – rather extensive –
“geometrical explanations” can supplement all the fine geometrical treatments of our common subject,
which – in a great number – have been published so far in the worldwide web.
1. Taking the velocity field, v(x,y) , as a vivid example for the geometrical explanation of curl
In order to explain curl v in a manner as simple as possible we imagine the vectors of a “whirl-field”,
which may exist in a fluid, to be parallel to (or to lie directly in) the x,y – plane: v = v(x,y) = (vx,vy). And
we will stick to this assumption in all our ad-hoc explanations below. What we want to investigate
geometrically is the relation
v = k ·r n
(1- a) (vector v being perpendicular to the radius vector r),
which is representing a smoothly increasing (n > 0) or decreasing (n < 0) function “v over r”, and which
is suitable for discussing those (few) cases which indeed can be met in (engineering) practice.
k is a constant of arbitrary value, i.e. we can also write k = 1, which however does not mean that k is left
without dimension (!): k [ 1/(sec mn-1) ]. Now, “rot” is quite generally referred to the rotary motion of an
infinitesimally small fluid-element or liquid particle (in short L.P.). In general this motion, i.e. that of an
individual particle of the said kind, has 2 components, which remain unchanged here over time:
(a) The ‘revolution’ around the centre of the (macroscopically extended) whirl, which we locate in the
origin of our coordinate system, x = y = 0 = “point zero”, so-to-say. This our system, “ ∑(x,y) ” by
designation, is supposed to be at rest relative to the ground; i.e. the circular ‘basin’ (see Fig. 0)
included, within which the (incompressible) fluid moves on circles always parallel to the earth’s
surface.
(b) The rotation of an envisaged small L.P. (at a certain distance, r, from the centre of the
whirl) around its body axis: A ‘microscopic’ rotation which occurs additionally to its ‘macroscopic’
revolution around “point zero”. While the latter motion is governed by the angular velocity
ω mac (r) = v(r) /r, the former one is characterised by ω mic (r). As we will see later on, it depends on n
in eq. (1- a) whether ω mic does exist as a separately distinguishable rotational component or not.

What should be stressed at last, is that we are establishing here an idealised, model-like experimental
arrangement or – better to say – “thought experiment”:
Firstly it is assumed that the fluid in the circular basin or trough has a very low viscosity, thus leading to a
rather constant circular motion of the fluid over a longer time of observation.
Secondly we replace an unobservable, tiny liquid particle by a visible (though equally small) solid object
in the form of a dark coated Paddle Wheel (in short: P.W.), thus enabling us to see any kind of
‘elementary’ circular motion, be it a macro- or microscopic one. In order to ensure that the P.W. always
moves exactly on a circle around the zero point (x=y=0) its axis is pivoted in an arm (of an effective
length r), which in turn is pivoted at the zero point, see Fig. 0. So that arm may also be moved manually
in addition to its motion, which is normally effected only by the floating P.W.
Thirdly we want to define a standard situation or case as a ‘point of reference’ for certain other cases
concerning the P.W.: In the standard case the P.W. is freely floating with the fluid, i.e. without any
surplus motion along its circle around the zero point in ∑(x,y) . Hence (in the standard or “normal” case)
there is no separate or additional (manual) action on the connecting arm (or rod) itself.

Fig. 0: Experimental device suited for the determination of “curl” in a fluid, which is subject to a rotary
movement in a circular trough.
1 = section through the circular trough which is fixed on the ground
2 = connecting arm/rod, pivoted in the centre of the whole device and carrying the Paddle Wheel (3) at
its free end. Both 2 and 3 are assumed to be pivoted without any friction.
3 = Paddle Wheel (P.W.), pivoted at the end of the arm (2). The arm is carried along by the P.W. The
‘infinitesimally small’ P.W. had to be drawn here by far larger with good reason.
4 = a fluid which is circulating in the trough (1) under certain boundary conditions and assumptions
concerning v(r), i.e. the velocity distribution over r in the trough between ra and ri.
1.1: Fluid, rotating like a solid body (n = 1), as the simplest case for explanation purposes:
Firstly, in order to discover one of the ideas behind the notion ‘curl’, we suggest a rotational velocity
vector field which corresponds to the rotation of a solid body, from which follows (if the center of the
rotational motion lies in the origin of the x,y-coordinate system). We set n = 1 in eq. (1-a):
v = ωz · r
( 1-b )
with v = tangential velocity; r = radius vector and ω z = dα /dt = angular velocity pointing in the zdirection, see Fig. 1.

n=1

Fig. 1: Imagine P either as an
infinitesimally small liquid particle
L.P. or as a (similarly small)
„paddle-wheel“, P.W. If the latter
floats on a circle around the whirl
centre it solely experiences a
‘macroscopic’ revolution (with ω z)
around an eccentric axis, while an
additional rotation around its body
axis (through the centre of gravity
of the particle) is lacking here. The
right-hand rule shows that the
vector ω z points into the positive zdirection: ω z = r x v (with r and v
both being vectors). Note: the
‘paddle-wheel’ does not move
‘microscopically’ relative to its
immediate liquid environment here
while floating along with the
“stream”! The vector field as a
whole is shown in Fig. 1a.

Fig. 1a : A large rotational vector field, governed by ω z =
const, i.e. = 360 °/24 hours = 15 °/h, as being presented here
by the trails of circumpolar stars in the night sky on a photo
which is based on an exposure of several hours. The rotary
direction is indicated by red colored arrowheads following
the assumption that we are looking to the north.
(Courtesy:
Phil Medina; see www.mrsciguy.com/sciimages/trails.jpg)

∑(x,y)
n=1

Fig. 1b: in the standard
case the P.W. is carried
along from position P1
to P2 by the circular
stream (v = ω r with ω
= const). The connecting arm (r) does so in
turn due to the motion of
the P.W., hence showing
ω, too. ∑ is the coordinate system at rest.

While the connecting arm
and the P.W. are moving
along with the flow in Fig.
1c, the arm is held fast in a
position in ∑ (x,y) as shown
in Fig. 1d-A. In that “nonstandard” case the P.W. is
rotating with dv/dr = ω mic =
ω mac according to n =1,
see also Fig. 1d.

We recall: v/r = dv/dr = ω z = const.
If we remain on a circle r = const. around x = y = 0 we obtain:
x = r cos α
;
y = r sin α
vx = dx/dt = - r sinα · dα /dt ; vy = dy/dt = r cos α · dα /dt
hence
vx = - y · dα /dt
;
vy = x · dα /dt
and
∂vx/ ∂y = - dα /dt = - ω z ;
∂vy/ ∂x = dα /dt = ω z .

(2)
( 2a-1)
( 2a-2)
( 2b )

Now we introduce
curl v(x,y) = ∂vy/ ∂x – ∂vx/ ∂y

(3)

as that definition, which most aptly describes the feature of a rotational field (in the “microscopic
manner”). Hence follows for our example:
curl v(x,y) = ω z - (- ω z) = 2 ω z .

( 3a )

Please note:
(a) Fig. 1 refers to the standard case as does Fig. 1b. In that case the connecting arm is moved solely by
the P.W., which in turn is driven by the fluid flow rotating around the z-axis of the system ∑(x,y) at rest.
So the rotation of the arm is governed by ω mac = ω z . Imagine a small observer sitting on the arm and a
second rotary coordinate system ∑’(x’,y’), in which the arm is at rest (see Fig. 1c): The observer would
not realize any motion of the fluid either, and hence no circular motion of the P.W. relative to the observer.
∑’(x’,y’) rotates with ω mac relative to ∑(x,y).
(b) Since the absolute values of ∂vy/ ∂x and ∂vx/ ∂y are equal (always equal if we only refer to the
‘revolution’ of the fluid particle on its circle r around x=y=0 !) the minus-sign in eq. (3) is absolutely
necessary. If this wouldn’t be so, curl v would become zero (which were a contradiction in the case of
n = 1). Hence follows that – in the general case – curl v is not identical with ω z (regardless their same
dimension “1/sec”)! Both curl v and ω z are vectors, which show in the same z-direction.
At last we want to consider also the non-standard case after the Fig.s 1d and 1d-A by following the
question “Can we artificially create a microscopic rotation of the P.W. in the case of n = 1?” Yes we can!
Look at what Fig. 1d below shows us principally: The connecting arm is held fixed in a certain position,
thus becoming part of ∑(x,y) which is at rest. But since v is linearly increasing over r, hence also dv over
dr, see Fig. 1d-A, a torque is built up by the fluid which causes the P.W. to
‘microscopically’ rotate around its
body axis with the angular velocity
ω mic = ω z = dv/dr = v/r. Again we
get a solid body rotation although a
microscopic one. With regard to curl
Fig. 1d-A tells us practically the
same story we got to know already
within the frame of the standard case:
Because of sin α = - dvx /dv = dy/dr
and cos α = dvy /dv = dx/dr we obtain
and

dvx /dy = - dv/dr = - ω z
dvy /dx = dv/dr = ω z ,

which leads us to
rot v = dvy /dx – dvx /dy = 2ω z .
Note: the deduction above depends
on the angle of rotation α, which is a
macroscopic feature. The latter can
also be applied on the microscopic
level provided that there is n = 1 !

1.2 Investigating the more general case of a velocity field v(x,y) , i.e. for n ≠ 1 in eq. (1- a)
We repeat:

v = k ·r n

(1- a).

By taking account of a certain circle r we derive from eq. (1- a):
ω mac = v/r = k·rn-1
(4) and
ω mic = dv/dr = k·n·rn-1 = n · ω mac (5), see Fig. 2 below.
What one could do is to replace ω mac by ω z , since ω mic can be expressed (after eq. (5)) by ω mac , too,
which seems to be logical: If there was no ω mac a “whirl-pool” could not exist at all.
Before going on let us devote first some remarks to k . Eq. (1- a) tells us that
k = v/rn (6)
Its physical dimension is [ 1/(sec·mn-1) ], vide supra. k may perhaps be called the “intensity of a vector
n
n-1
n-1
field” or something like that. And there is a subtlety with it: k = v/r = v/r ·1/r = ω z·1/r
(6-a).
In the case of n = 1, which has been extensively discussed in sub-chapter 1.1, we obtain k = ω z . Only in
this case ω mac and ω mic are of the same (positive) value. And only in this case ω z is independent from r.
And so does curl v = 2 ω z albeit there is yet another case which shows curl v ≠ f(r), namely n = -1, see
the discussion later on.
In reality, for a given exponent n ≠1, the “intensity factor” k has to be measured (on a certain radius r1 in
the v-field):
k = v1/r1n (6-b), from which follows v = v1 (r/ r1)n (1- c) and ω mac= v/r = ω mac,1 (r/ r1)n-1.
We conceptually assume v1 = 1 m/sec and r1 = 1 m ‘wlog’ (= without loss of generality); hence k = 1
n
and v = r , for the sake of simplicity in the following. We did so, too, in Fig.s 2 and 2a.
Fig. 2 demonstrates the
difference between ω mac
and ω mic geometrically
by means of a simple
parabolic v-distribution
(n= 2) over r. Both ω mac
and ω mic show to be a
function of the radius r.
So we have always to
refer to a certain circle,
on which the P.W. is
carried on by the flow
(see the standard case
after Fig. 1b or 1c) or is
kept at a certain position
due to the arm at rest in
∑ (see the non-standard
case after Fig. 1d). In
the diagram after Fig. 2
the point P complies
with the P.W. The
diagram shows us for
this point:
ω mac = 3/SQR (3)
~ 1,72 (1/sec),
hence
ω mic = 3,44 (1/sec).
Now, after all, how can the value of curl v be determined geometrically in the general case, i.e. for an
arbitrary value of n in equation (1- a)?
What we have realized as yet is:

1) Although ω mac and ω mic are generally a function of r, the relation ω mic / ω mac = n is not, see eq. (5) in this regard.
2) The values of both ω mac and ω mic (both in relation to ∑(x,y)) can well be determined/measured separately,
however not under the same (thought-)experimental conditions. So the determination of ω mac occurs in the
standard situation (see the Fig.s 1, 1b, and 1c), and that one of ω mic occurs in the non-standard situation (after
Fig.s 1d and 1d-A). In the former case ω mac is directly visible by the motion of the arm, and in the latter case,
when the arm is at rest in ∑ , the full ‘microscopic’ rotation of the P.W. around its body axis,
ω mic = k·n·rn-1 = n · v/r = n · ω mac , becomes visible.

Well, by following Fig. 2 we would get ∆ ω = 0 in the special case n = 1, hence ω mic = ω mac and
correspondingly rot v = 2ω mac where we can formally write rot v = ω mac + ω mic, too. So the idea seems
rather seducing: Why not combine ω mac with ω mic also in the general case and assume that rot v(r) totals
ω mac (r) + ω mic (r) = (1+n) · ω mac (r) for the fluid? I bet there will be always somebody who – at a first
glance – argues that something like this is by no means permissible, because the measurement (or
determination) of ω mac on the one hand and ω mic on the other hand occurs under substantially different
experimental conditions!
But believe it or not: the relationship rot v(r) = (1+n) · ω z (r) is right for a vector field (i.e. for a L.P.) in
the form of v = k·rn or v = 1· rn , which we will validate by a purely mathematical analysis in chapter 2.
In view of our geometrical interpretation I personally favour the following explanation/derivation, which is
based on the standard case, i.e. on the freely revolving and rotating P.W.:
If we solely consider the revolution of the P.W. on its circular path at a distance r around the centre
x = y = 0, we can state that this motion contributes 2 ω z (r) to rot v(r). But in general there is one further
contribution to rot v which comes along with the (microscopic) rotation of the P.W. around its body axis,
resulting in ω mic - ω mac = (α mic - α mac)/t , see Fig. 2a below where α mic = n α mac contains n = 2
(according to Fig. 2). Fig. 2a has been drawn following the Fig.s 1b and 1c by taking account of n = 2
(instead of n=1). Consequently an observer at rest on the connecting arm (i.e. at rest in ∑’ which is carried
on by the flow thus rotating with ω mac relative to the earth-bound ∑ ) would realize a proper rotation of the
P.W. of only
∆ ω = ω mic - ω mac = n · ω mac - ω mac = (n – 1) ω mac = (n – 1) ω mac
(7)
(instead of ω mic). So the “further contribution” to rot v(r) for a liquid particle amounts to ∆ ω , and not at
all to 2 ∆ ω. Something like “rot v = 2∆ ω” cannot be defined for an L.P. So we arrive at these final results:
(a) What an observer – at rest in ∑ – determines at hand of the P.W. as an “indicator particle”, is:
ω z,total = ω mac + ∆ ω = ω mic = n · ω mac (8), to be observed when the P.W. is – in ∑ – held in a
position at rest, and (for the liquid particle, L.P.):
rot v = 2 ω mac + ∆ ω = 2 ω mac + (n – 1) ω mac = (1+n) · ω mac ≡ ω mac + ω mic ( 8a ).

n>1

What we should stringently become aware, is that
(I) rot v = (1+n) · ω mac exclusively refers to the
(microscopically) small liquid particle, as being
observed from the system ∑ at rest.
(II) ∆ ω results from something, which may be
called “shear flow” which causes an additional
rotary motion of the P.W. beyond a mere solidbody-rotation. And this surplus motion is most
easily detected by an observer who is at rest in ∑’ .
But note: the P.W. is a solid body which is always
performing solid body rotation, hence (rot v)P.W. =
2 ω mic = 2(ω mac+∆ω) = 2n ω (r)mac . However in the
case of an L.P. (at the same spot) ∆ω applies to a
mere shear deformation, thus leading to eq. (8a).
(III) Adjacent tiny particles in the flow or fluid
particles do not bump against each other. Likewise
snowflakes do not collide with their neighbours in
the air of a windy winter day.

(b) But what an observer – at rest in ∑’ – determines, is only ∆ ω, hence: (rot v)’ = (n – 1) ω mac
for the fluid or fluid particle.

(9)

Discussion of eq. ( 8 ):
1) n > 0: Both the revolution and the proper rotation of the P.W., i.e. the vectors +ω mac and +ω mic , are
pointing in the same (positive) z- direction.
2) n = 1: Solid body rotation, which shows curl v ≠ f (r). This is because of ω z ≠ f (r).
3) n = 0: Means v ≠ f(r) hence curl v = ω z (r), and (because of v = k =1 after eq. (1-a) ):
ω z (r) = v/r = 1/r.
4) n < 0: The vectors ω mac and ω mic are pointing in opposite z- directions. Provided that ω mac is positive
(as it is assumed always here) then ω mic is negative.
5) n = -1: curl v = ω mac + ω mic = 0; due to ω mic = - ω mac . Thus the P.W. shows – like a cabin of a
paternoster-lift or of an observation wheel – no proper rotation relative to ∑ , the system at rest. Note:
In this particular case curl v is independent from r, curl v ≠ f (r). Like in case 2).
In order to confirm these abounding deliberations I want to temporarily close the essay by an ordinary,
purely mathematical derivation of curl v(r).
2. The purely mathematical derivation of curl v(r) for the axially symmetric vector field, governed by
n
n
v(r) = k·r (= 1·r )
Generally, in a planar vector field the following equations are valid:
From vx (x,y) follows
the total differential dvx = ∂vx/ ∂x· dx + ∂vx/ ∂y· dy
and similarly from vy (x,y):

(10 - 1),

dvy = ∂vy/ ∂x· dx + ∂vy/ ∂y· dy

(10 - 2).

Our essential task consists in finding the connections between (at least two out of) the 4 partial derivatives
n
∂vx/ ∂x , ∂vx/ ∂y , ∂vy/∂x , ∂vy/ ∂y on the one hand and v(r) = k·r on the other hand:

v = k · r n = k · ( SQR(x2 + y2) )n = k· (x2 + y2)n/2

( 11 )

By recalling vx = - r sinα · dα /dt = - y · dα/dt and sin α = y/r and r · dα/dt = v, see the equations (2…),
we realize
vx = -v · sin α = -v · y/r
(12 - 1),
hence
vx = -y/(SQR(x2 + y2)) · k· (x2 + y2) n/2 = - k·y · (x2 + y2) (n-1)/2 (13 - 1).
Similarly we obtain (because of vy = r cos α · dα /dt = x · dα/dt and cos α = x/r ):

vy = v · cos α = v · x/r

hence

(12 - 2),

vy = x/(SQR(x2 + y2)) · k· (x2 + y2) n/2 = k·x · (x2 + y2) (n-1)/2

(13 - 2).

In order to determine
curl v(x,y) = ∂vy/ ∂x – ∂vx/ ∂y

(3)

we need the partial derivatives ∂vy/∂x and ∂vx/ ∂y :

∂vy/ ∂x = k · (x2 + y2) (n-3)/2 · (nx2 + y2)
∂vx/ ∂y = - k · (x2 + y2) (n-3)/2 · (x2 + ny2)

(14 - a)

and

(14 - b)

From this emerges

curl v(x,y) = rot v(x,y) = ∂vy/ ∂x – ∂vx/ ∂y = k · (n + 1) · (x2 + y2) (n-1)/2

(15),

by taking account of nx2 + y2 + x2 + ny2 = (n + 1) (x2 + y2). Because of r = (x2 + y2) 1/2 we obtain as a final
result:
curl v(r) = k · (n + 1) · r n-1 (15 - a). And since there is ω z = ω mac = v/r = k·rn-1
(4),
we arrive at

rot v(r) or curl v(r) = curl v(x,y) = (1+n) · ω z

-=###=-

(8a),

q.e.d.

Ratingen, 10th of November 2010

3. Addendum: “Further remarks and – in parts – deeper insights in the meaning of curl v” (Febr. 2012)
- Paddle Wheel (P.W.): There are explanations of curl to be found in the internet, which make use of a
P.W. being a free-floater, i.e. not pivoted in a connecting arm like here. In this case the density of the
material of the P.W. and that of the incompressible fluid (water) must be the same for ensuring a
constant circular path around the center of the whirl. Otherwise a free-floating P.W. would be found
spiraling outwards (in case of a greater density of the P.W.) or inwards (in the reverse case).
- The definition of curl by means of a path integral named “circulation”: We demonstrate this in the
case of n =1, i.e. for a liquid, e.g water, which rotates like a solid disk, see Fig.s 1, 1b and 1c. Imagine
you are sitting on the hub of the P.W. circulating with v = r ω z, look at Fig. A. What you will
experience is that everything is circulating around you, the water, the trough, as well as its
surroundings, even the earth and, lastly, the whole universe. You would be ‘the center of the world’!
And everything rotates around you with the angular velocity ω z = ω mac . But there is a difference
between the circular motion of the water disk around you and that of the other various ‘bodies’
mentioned, see Fig. B in the next point farther below.

- Distinction between “active” and “passive” rotational motions: We refer again to Fig. A, i.e. to
n = 1. What we see there is only one ‘active’ rotational motion, which shall mean a motion
accompanied by centripetal forces, namely that of the liquid in the circular trough or basin. Everything
alongside the – disk-like – liquid, i.e. the basin itself, the surrounding “land”, as well as the planet on
which our arrangement is situated (we neglect the comparatively slow rotation of the Earth on her way
around the sun) may be considered motionless within a short time interval. The same shall be true for
the stars in our cosmic neighborhood, since they show no visible displacements in the sky due to their
proper linear motion (or due to the parallax caused by the Earth’s motion). So all these “things” or
“bodies” are quite at rest in a reference system, we called ∑(x,y) or, in other words, at rest for an
observer who is at rest in ∑(x,y), see the Fig.1d or Fig.2a.
But if you were at rest on the hub of the P.W., that is at point H (see Fig.s below) which is equal to the
origin of a coordinate system we named ∑(ξ,η) in Fig.A -( ξ = “ksi”, η = “eta”)- , you would realize
α) a circular motion of “the land”, which is indeed “passive”, i.e. of purely kinematic nature without
any centripetal accelerations coming into the picture there, and
β) the “active” circulation of the liquid around the centre of the basin, being identical with the origin O
of ∑(x,y), however now being observed from another point of view. ‘Active’ means here that the
circular motion is accompanied by centrifugal forces which act on the liquid and on the P.W. as well.
Hence that motion belongs to the realm of (classical) dynamics.
Both motions are of different nature if they were regarded within the coordinate system ∑(ξ,η).
We refer to point α) at first:
The situation is demonstrated in Fig. B by also comparing with the common impression, which an
observer gains who is at rest “on the land”, i.e. in ∑(x,y), see Fig. B1.
It can easily be taken from Fig. B2 that the motion of the solid ground around the observer at point H
corresponds to a behaviour analogous to that of a cabin of a Ferris wheel. The interesting feature of
this kind of body motion is that all elements of the body follow their own circle. The circles are all of
the same size but differ in the location of their centres. Hence follows the non-rotation of the body as a
whole. Although it seems a bit hard to imagine this fact, one nevertheless has to acknowledge its
trueness, at least from a purely kinematic point of view.
Fig. C should give us a livelier idea of that truth, based on a Ferris wheel’s active motion (by replacing
its cabins by simple rods): Provided that the angular speed of the wheel shows to be not too great the
rods will always remain in a vertical position during one complete revolution of the wheel. Thus even
in an extreme case centrifugal forces appear as so small that a deviation from the said position may be
constantly neglected. We realize that every point of a rod shows the same speed relative to the ground
at a given moment – in other words: a rotation of every single rod as a whole does not occur.
Remarks to point β):
Suppose a quasi-incompressible, disk-like liquid rotating around O (= the centre of gravity of the disk),
which takes the P.W. with it in such a way, that there no relative rotational motion takes place between
the liquid and the P.W. (as is already shown in Fig. A for the n=1 case), but look especially at Fig. D.
Being at rest in ∑(x,y) one assesses an active rotation of both the liquid and the P.W. around O, a
motion which is accompanied by centrifugal forces Fc = ω 2 r, which always point into the direction of
r. Note, O is at rest in ∑(x,y) as well. While the P.W. performs a revolution around O from every
observation point in ∑(x,y) -- as every liquid particle P does -- , the P.W. exhibits in ∑(x’,y’) 1) a
rotation around a single point, namely here H which is the centre of gravity of the P.W. And so does
every P in ∑(x’,y’) provided that the circular motion of the liquid is observed while being at rest at H,
(see Fig A in connection with Fig. D).
Note: in order to determine distinct circular motions correctly in both systems of reference the
corresponding co-ordinate axes have to be parallel to each other. Hence, if an observer on “the land”
sees a star directly in ‘his’ y-direction so will do an observer at H in ‘his’ y’-direction.
-------------------1

) We have used x’ and y’ in Fig. D (instead of the rather laborious characters ξ and η ) only for simplifying the
subsequent paper work!

Let us have a last look at Fig. D: Viewed from ∑(x,y) the liquid particle P has the velocity vp = rp ω.
But viewed from H in ∑(x’,y’) the velocity of P obtains the value v’p = r’p ω. Since there is

r’p = rp – rH we get the relation v’p = ω (rp – rH) = vp – vH . So, in the general case we state v’p ≠ vp .
In the case of v’p < 0 like here, its absolute value may be taken into consideration.

Together with vp the (‘absolute’) centrifugal acceleration ap = rp ω2 comes along. However it would be
quite misleading to postulate something like a’p = r’p ω2 , which – apart from its different value –
would point into a direction opposite to that of ap ! Hence our reasoning that a rotational motion ) as
presented in Fig. A) around an observer at point H can be nothing else than a merely kinematical one.
Or to put it more generally: velocities are relative but accelerations, at least centrifugal ones, are not.
Rotating systems are accelerated reference systems (in contrast to linearly and uniformly moving
systems). It helps our imagination to think of a reference system always being attached to a material
body. In this light rotations or circulations of bodies against the background of a cloudless night sky
with its countless twinkling fixed stars become reputed to be something absolute; as it is indeed in the
Newtonian sense (in some detail: Sir Isaac referred to ‘his’ absolute and immovable space while Ernst
Mach saw the reason for the existence of inertial forces – hence of centrifugal forces, too – in the
presence of all the matter which the universe contains as a whole). My opinion: it is perfectly adequate
for common practice to distinguish between active (= dynamical) and passive (= kinematical) body
motions, which means: ‘regardless of Einstein’s General Theory of Relativity’.

- Why is rot v = 2 ω (for the fluid in the circular trough) in the case of n = 1?
This question means the starting point of a lengthy geometrical explanation, I am sorry. However the
following deliberations provide us with insights into some issues, all of them noteworthy indeed,
which can hardly be derived from a purely mathematical ‘description` (some say ‘definition’)
(à la “ curl v = ∂vy/ ∂x – ∂vx/ ∂y ”) of the case we want to discuss here.
Our analysis bases on a comparison between 2 stages (segments I and II of the fluid-filled trough, see
Fig. E-1) which look absolutely the same with regard to the velocity distribution2) in the fluid by
which a Paddle Wheel (P.W.) is carried along on its path (= streamline) at a constant distance from the
‘y= 0-line’ (segment I) and the ‘r = 0 point’ (segment II). The ‘hidden’ difference however is that the
quasi-incompressible and frictionless fluid in segment I (or stage I) does not experience any forces in
the relevant x,y-plane, thus flowing at time-invariant velocities, – in contrast to segment II (or stage II)
where in fact the lengths of the velocity vectors remain time-invariant but the direction of them does
not. Hence, in the latter case every fluid particle, the P.W. included, experiences an inertial force,
called centrifugal force. All this cannot be without consequences on the magnitude of curl v in both of
the said segments despite the similarity indicated above. At least what the fluid concerns!
That we have underlined the last phrase calls for attention since it seems that we want to deal with the
P.W. in a different way. And so it is indeed.
A)) Segment I, linear fluid motion
It is in segment I (analogously in segment III) where a difference can be observed between the rotary
motion of the P.W. and the motion of an equally shaped liquid “particle” directly underneath the P.W.
We refer first to the drawing (subframe) at the top of Fig. E-1: The reference system Σ’ is floating with
v0 relative to the system Σ, which is fixed on the ground. Hence follows v’ = v – v0 within system Σ’.
(-a-) The P.W. is rotating around its center H like a solid, rigid body since it is a solid, rigid body. Its
rotation leads to v’max = ω Δr at every point on its rim, look at the lower drawing in Fig. A where
v’max was called Δv. Hence follows for the P.W. that even in the “linear stage I” there is already
I
rot v’ = C/A = (2π Δr  v’max) / (π  Δr2) = (rot v) P.W. = 2ω ! See the derivation by the method
“rot v = C/A = Circulation at the rim of A ⁄ enclosed Area”
in Fig. A for the solid body rotation. Note: in this prominent case there is obviously ω = tg γ 3).
(-b-) In the case of the “liquid particle” (L.P.) underneath the P.W. (the L.P. being of the same circular
shape like the P.W.) the method indicated above leads however to a dissimilar result despite the same
tg γ 3), which rules the rotation of the P.W. The corresponding calculation of rot v for the L.P. in terms
of C/A is somewhat demanding, see the second next page showing the matter in full length in
connection with Fig. E-2a and Fig. E-2b.
----------------------2

) In order to ease our explanations we chose a linear v-distribution over y from the beginning (i.e. in segment I),
which means dv/dy = v/y = tg γ = const. in Fig. E-1 (note: v = -vx). The angle γ is maintained of course in
segment II, a quarter of a complete circular basin of unchanged cross-sectional dimensions, because the value of
each velocity v on a certain streamline cannot be altered when only centrifugal forces act on the fluid particles
(and on the P.W. as well). We have put the center point of the circular motion – at the end of the linear
segment I – on the x-axis where there is v = 0. So we obtain v = ω y = ω r, since the geometrical arrangement in
Fig. E-1 implies r = y.
All the stages I to III of the fluid motion are characterized by div v = 0 and rot v ≠ 0. The said linear velocity
distribution implies rot v ≠ f(y) and ≠ f(r) respectively. But that is not so in the more general case v = k rn
(where k is a determined constant, e.g. k = 1, and n an arbitrary number).
We should add the remark that v = ω y in segment I does not mean the only linear v-distribution possible. Why
not also write v = (y – y1)/y2  v2 = (y – y1) tg γ ? In fact a case like this does occur in reality. Imagine the lower
rim of the basin (at y = y1) to be the bank of a river. As is well-known the velocity of the water converges to
zero at that location, i.e. v(y1) = 0. But a feature like this leaves us calm since it does not affect the validity of
our geometrical proof of rot v = ω (n+1) – eq. (8a) – for segment II; it’s not too difficult to visualize that.
3

) It is indeed rather problematic to attribute a physical dimension [1/sec] to a mathematical expression named
tangent (tan or tg as well) which correctly is dimensionless. However in the case of a merely linear fluid motion
- (in segment I or III, where any kind of acceleration effects on the liquid particles is lacking!) it appears counter-intuitive to associate “rotation” with one pure velocity gradient dvx/dy etc. So it was my
intention to formally distinguish between tg γ and ω at first and to discuss the identity ω = tg γ (as being
proclaimed in textbooks) later on at hand of Fig. E-2b. I hope the reader is inclined to follow such arguments.

Obviously the velocity distribution in the figure above corresponds to the factor n = 1.

-( Continuation with respect to item (-b-): )In connection with Fig. E-2a we calculate:

2π

2π

Circulation C = ∫ v’t ds = ∫ v’tΔr dβ = v’max Δr ∫ (sin β)2 dβ = (Δr)2  tg γ ∫ (sin β)2 dβ
0

0

The difference between the motion of the P.W. and that of its counter-part, the L.P., can be best
assessed at hand of the drawing on top of Fig. E-2a at right. What the drawing reveals inter alia is that
there exists a relative velocity, v’rel, between point Q (at the edge of the P.W.) and point A (underneath
Q on the L.P.), which constantly keeps its direction parallel to the y’-axis (and to the y-axis as well).
At the points B and D that velocity equals zero; at points E and C there is v’rel = v’max (in absolute
values).
With respect to v’ please note that there is v’ = - vx’ , hence -v’ = + vx’.
Fig. E-2b reveals (at hand of the drawings a) and b)) how the shear deformation of an L.P. occurs
within a shear flow like that one shown in segment I : Starting from an undisturbed state (in drawing
a)) the circular shape is transformed in a slightly elliptical one (in drawing b)). This deformation shall
take place within the small time interval dt. So a point A (supposed somewhere on the rim of the L.P.)
moves from its initial position to position A’ by dx’ = yA’ dα = vx’ dt = yA’ tg γ  dt, which leads to
dα/dt = vx’/ yA’ = tg γ. (Note: we refrain from using the minus-sign with dx’ and vx’ since it suffices
here to “think in absolute values”). But recall: a solid P.W., on the very spot, performs a real rotation
(around the center point 0 in each case, Fig. E-2b), which is equally governed by tg γ ! So the cause
for both the P.W. and the L.P. (in terms of tg γ) is the same, absolutely, but the effect is quite different.
However it is rot v’, which takes account of that difference occurring in segment I: (rot v’)P.W. = 2ω
and (rot v’)L.P. = ω 4). (We’ve set here tg γ = ω also for the L.P. in order to meet textbook notation).
The question remains yet how to explain the said difference in a mere geometrical way: Looking at the
transition of the L.P. from shape ‘a)’ to shape ‘b)’ in Fig. E-2b we could argue that a shear (in
accordance with tg γ) means something similar to one half of a rotation proper. So, if we conceptually
--------------------------------4

) There is at least one physics textbook published in Germany, which contains the definition rot v = 2ω to be
valid for any velocity field showing rot v (or rot v’) ≠ 0, the linear fluid motion (segment I) included; notabene
by referring (in the latter case) to the liquid itself, i.e. to an L.P. (and not to a small solid particle – like the P.W.
– suspended ‘in the water’). By the way: the said definition is accompanied in a textbook by the interpretation:
>> So, in an infinitesimally small region (within the v-field), the water moves as if it were congealed to ice.<<
O.K., but after all we had put forward here that sentence appears just applicable to the P.W. floating like a
spinning top along a rectilinear streamline in segment I.
Furthermore we want to allude in this context to the more general case rot v = f(y) in segment I, derived from
v = k yn, in analogy to eq. (1-a) from our initial investigation of the v-field in a circular trough, see the
derivations in the main text to follow.

superimpose a second shear (of same amount) – now in the y’-direction – the ellipse (in orange, see
drawing b)) is transformed into a circle again (see drawing c)). This second shear would take point A
from its position A’ to the position A’’ thus A covering the distance dy’ = xA’  dα. So the two shear
deformations would add up to a proper rotation of the L.P. around its center 0 with ω = v’max/Δr.

n=1

(Continuation of page 16):

Although not implicitly necessary we prove that issue as follows:
After Fig. E-2b (drawing on top at right) we recognize

ds = SQR (dy’2 + dx’2) = SQR (yA’2 + xA’2)  dα = Δr  dα = vA’ dt
à Δr  dα/dt = Δr  ω = vA’ = v’max
B)) Segment II, circular fluid motion
In segment I the velocity distribution (v-distribution within the v-field) is a linear one (Fig. E-1)
corresponding to n = 1. The distribution is maintained in segment II, as well as the quantities v/r = v/y,
which asks us to write ω = tg γ indeed. Because of n = 1 there is ω = ω mac = ω mic , see the
explanations in subchapter 1.2. Likewise the rotation of the P.W., ω mac , remains unaltered during the
transition from segment I to segment II. So, if we acknowledge the identity tg γ = ω (or tan γ = ω for
those who prefer the more modern spelling) with regard to the ‘fluid flow’ (the respective L.P.), the
criterion “ω” by itself doesn’t suffice to distinguish between the obviously different manifestations of
the fluid in the said segments.
Guess what the only ‘tool’ is for reliably tackling a task like that: of course nothing else than “rot”;
here “rot v”. While ω is a measurable vector quantity, rot v represents a mere calculated one:
rot v = f(ω). Both quantities have the same physical dimension [1/sec]. In general (i.e. apart from
some rare cases) there is rot v ≠ ω. And we can furthermore say: where there exists no ω, there is also
no rot v, – and vice-versa. Both vectors point in the same direction. So, if any vector v lies in the
x,y-plane (as it is constantly assumed in this essay) both vectors, ω and rot v, point in the (positive or
negative) z-direction. Hence we have sometimes written ω z instead of ω or ω mac .
As has been explained further up, the P.W. shows rot v = 2ω already in segment I. This value is left
II
I
unchanged in segment II: (rot v) P.W. = (rot v) P.W.
II
I
But why is
(rot v) L.P. = (rot v) L.P. + ω
( xx-1 )
(= 2ω in the case of n = 1) for the fluid itself in segment II?
Look, in segment I the velocity vector (vx) of an envisaged L.P. is a constant, i.e. independent from the
distance, which the L.P. has covered on its straight streamline. But that cannot be so in segment II:
Although the quantity of vector v (= a mere number) remains unchanged, the direction of v changes
continuously as a function of that distance, which is covered by the L.P. on its circular path. And this
change of direction (of vector v) translates as altering values of its components vx and vy.
II
I
Consequently (rot v) L.P. cannot easily remain the same as (rot v) L.P. ! In terms of the center of the
L.P. – which is designated by 0 (= H) – we determine
II
II
(rot v) H = (rot v) L.P. = C/A = (2π r0 v0)/(π r02) = (2π r02 ω)/(π r02) = 2ω ( xx-0 ) ,
see Fig. E-1, in the case of n = 1.
II
II
In that case we obtain (rot v) L.P. = (rot v) P.W. , which means that the P.W. and the fluid behave
equally as if they were melted together, thus forming one single rotating body.
C)) (rot v)L.P. in Segments I and II, now in general for n ≠ 1:
At the end the following information should be given in order to validate equation ( xx-1 ) by applying
n
it to the general case. Since there is – in this case – v = k y (1-a), we realize at hand of the
subsequent Fig. F (for segment I) the following relations with regard to the L.P.:
By introducing the relation tg γ0 = v’max/Δr = v0/y0
the indices “0”)

v = k yn à

(xx-2) we obtain (by leaving aside hereafter

dv/dy = k n yn-1 = tg γ* = (n/y) v = n tg γ

( xx-3 ) .

The latter part of this equation can also be written as n tg γ = tg γ + (n-1) tg γ ( xx-3a ). After Fig. F
there is also
tg γ* = n tg γ = v’*max/Δr ( xx-3b ).
So the difference tg γ* - tg γ = Δ (tg γ) = (v’*max - v’max)/Δr = (n-1) tg γ ( xx-3c ) represents a
merely microscopic value, which cannot reasonably be related to macroscopic issues or features,
unlike tg γ = tg γ0 (see eq. xx-2)! Consequently this microscopic feature is transferred to segment II
unaltered.

I

According to the circulation integral on the top of page 15 we get (rot v) L.P. = n tg γ (= n ωmac)
by substituting v’max = tg γ Δr by v’*max = n tg γ Δr within that integral.
II
With regard to eq. ( xx-0 ) we have to treat (rot v) H = 2ω as a constant and as one of 2 components,
II
which form (rot v) L.P. in segment II:
II
II
II
(rot v) L.P. = (rot v) H + (Δ rot v) L.P.
nd
The 2 expression (or component) on the right side of the equation above stands for “something else
to be regarded due to n ≠ 1”. But – as has already been mentioned – the 2nd component can be nothing
else than Δ(tg γ) after eq. ( xx-3c ). so we get (by substituting tg γ by ωmac)
(rot v)
or shorter: (rot v)

II
L.P.

II
L.P.

= 2 ωmac + (n - 1) ωmac = (n + 1) ωmac

= (n + 1) ω.

Notes:
(1) The 2nd component (in the form of Δω = (n - 1) ω ) would become directly visible if we look at the
P.W. from a reference system Σ’(x’, y’), which rotates - in segment II – with the angular velocity with
respect to the earth-bound system Σ(x, y); please have a look on the Fig.s 1c and 2a.
(2) For the P.W. itself the following relation for rot v is valid:
I

I

(rot v) P.W. = 2n tg γ = 2 (rot v) L.P. = (rot v)

II
P.W.

, together with tg γ = ωmac .

Concluding remarks
(related to the item “Why is rot v = 2ω in a circular trough in the case of n = 1?”):
(1) What we wanted to demonstrate by our analysis is the geometrical background of the said relation
[and subsequently – for the sake of completeness – of the more general relation rot v = ω (n + 1)] at
hand of a liquid particle, in short L.P. , which moves on a circular streamline, i.e. in a water-filled
circular through, basin, or channel. We did so by comparing the rotational behavior of an L.P.
within the circular part of a channel (named segment II) with its behavior in the rectilinear channel
part (named segment I), which precedes segment II. One key point is that the v-distribution over y
(in segment I, Fig. E-1) will not be altered when the fluid enters segment II, provided that the fluid
flow is free from any frictional influences. The same is true for the angular velocity ω (= v/y = v/r =
ω mac), no matter whether we observe an L.P. *) or an equally sized, solid indicator particle, named
‘Paddle Wheel’ (in short P.W.). While the rot v of the P.W. remains unaffected by the transition
II
I
from segment I into segment II, (rot v) P.W. = (rot v) P.W. (= 2ω in the case of a linear v-distribution
due to n =1) the rot v of the L.P. is seemingly increased by one ω:
II
I
(rot v) L.P. = (rot v) L.P. + ω
( xx-1 )
(= 2ω in the case of n = 1).
--------------

*) however see the discussion about the notions ω and tg γ in the following section (2)

(2) The issue “ω instead of tg γ, or not” in the case of an L.P. in segment I leaves me somehow
undecided. On the one hand tg γ (or tan γ) is associated with a unidirectional, constant shear flow,
thus representing something different from a true rotation (the latter being correctly designated by ω
in [1/sec]). On the other hand however tg γ equally comes along with the dimension [1/sec], an
aspect, which lastly appears as unsatisfying since a mathematical expression like ‘tangent = tg (or
tan)’ is dimensionless in principle. Furthermore in the case of a fluid in a whirlpool, – i.e. without
any reference to a precedent linearly moving fluid! –, ω generally stands for “rotation” whether
there exists a shear component (n ≠ 1) or not (n = 1). So nobody would doubt the justification of the
“tg γ = ω” textbook notation.
Besides all these reflections it may be, that the emphasis, which I put on the L.P., proves itself
inadequate with regard to the ‘tg γ - question’. Is it perhaps the behavior of a tiny rigid “indicator
probe” like the P.W., which stands in the foreground due to its rotation proper, just directly
complying with “tg γ = ω” ? That rotation proper so-to-say as the effect of a cause called shear
flow, which is acting on floating rigid matter? I would like to leave questions of this kind
unanswered because I personally believe them to be fairly irrelevant ones.

(3) As a student (on a German technical university) I was taught that something like
curl v = ∂vy/ ∂x – ∂vx/ ∂y was nothing else than a definition (among various others) suitable for
mathematically describing a vector field. I tried to visualize that definition for myself geometrically
then, however without noteworthy success. There were virtually no such visualizations available
from textbooks, which could improve a poor undergraduate’s understanding. The more demanding
physical issues become – so my impression – the more those explanations are lessening (at least in
Germany, and at least in the past), which – in our sense – are really helpful especially for the young
who try to engage themselves in classical physics for the first time.
Looking into the history of classical physics, especially mechanics, we realize that geometrically
determined explanations/derivations/verifications/illustrations … abound in the works of our
“forefathers in the field of physics” like: Simon Stevin (1548-1620), Galileo Galilei (1564-1642),
Evangelista Torricelli (1608-1647), Gilles P. de Roberval (1602-1675), John Wallis (1616-1703),
Christiaan Huygens (1629-1695), Isaac Newton (1642-1727) and several others before Newton.
Of course there are limits for a mechanical-geometrical understanding; take Maxwell’s electrodynamical equations as an example. While Newton’s and Huygens’ theories on the propagation of
light are widely based on mechanical conceptions, James Clerk Maxwell’s electrodynamics are not.
So Lord Kelvin complained in 1884, that he was unable to understand Maxwell because of the
impossibility for him to base Maxwell’s theoretical system on a sound mechanical model!
By the way, it was first Leonhard Euler (1707 - 1783) who derived ∂vy/ ∂x – ∂vx/ ∂y = 0 for a
potential flow, i.e. for a velocity field in the form of the gradient of a scalar function: the velocity
potential. The designation curl v for ∂vy/ ∂x – ∂vx/ ∂y however is ascribed to James Clerk
Maxwell (1831-1879).
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